On Second Thought
by Frank Virzi

Across
1. Bucket of bolts
5. A hemoglobin molecule's four metal atoms
10. Buddy Holly single of 1958
11. Kind of room or hall
12. Plains Indian
13. Word with age or wave
14. Jazz great Fitzgerald
15. Craze
16. Head of Paris?
17. Game featuring enemy creatures whose identity was inspired by the 2009 swine flu pandemic
19. Flat-bottomed boat
20. Janiero
21. Eagle homes
23. Matriculate
25. CNBC debut of 2005
29. Future flounder
30. It may be flipped
32. Dutch Masters alternative
33. Unjust verdict, slangily
36. Oscar-winning Whitaker role
37. Swell
41. Ill-mannered sort
42. Farrier's workshop
43. Feet and cups, e.g.
45. Notable period
46. Part of UNLV
49. What an agreeable sight relieves
53. Lady Mountbatten's first name
55. Close by
57. Buddy Holly hit single of 1957
58. Of long duration, to Burns
61. What the New York Times called "a primitive sort of mental exercise" in a 1924 editorial
63. Series set at William McKinley High School
64. Neigh sayer
65. Actresses West and Clarke
66. Epps of "House"
67. Pecan and apple
68. "Happy Motoring" company

Down
1. Eavesdropper, e.g.
2. Periodic weather phenomenon
3. Tommy Lee Jones's Harvard roommate
4. "SNL" announcer Don
5. Embassy VIP
6. Mother of Hermes
7. Against a thing, legally
8. Gulf on Libya's coast
9. Member of a mystic Jewish sect
10. Occupation of John Welsh (played by George Dzundza) in "The Deer Hunter"
11. Kind of room or hall
12. Plains Indian
13. Word with age or wave
14. Call to someone on the roof
15. CPR specialist
16. Like a wet noodle
17. April or May
18. Dubai big shot
19. Thither
20. Buddy Holly single of 1958
21. Kind of room or hall
22. Word with age or wave
23. Call to someone on the roof
24. CPR specialist
25. Like a wet noodle
26. April or May
27. Dubai big shot
28. Thither
29. Prohibitionists
30. Prohibitionists
31. Prohibitionists
32. Prohibitionists
33. Prohibitionists
34. William Halsey, e.g.: Abbr.
35. _____-dieu (kneeling bench)roommateteens who go through a period
36. Oscar-winning Whitaker role
37. Sound-related prefix
38. Guy of "A Prairie Home Companion"
39. To be, to Bernadette
40. Secretly follow
41. Clear, as tables
42. Like a wet noodle
43. Feet and cups, e.g.
44. "Get it?"
45. Notable period
46. Part of UNLV
47. Battery terminals
48. States as fact
49. What an agreeable sight relieves
50. America's Cup competitor
51. Merkle's boner, e.g.
52. Save for later
53. Lady Mountbatten's first name
54. "Moi?"
55. Close by
56. Bone: Prefix
57. Buddy Holly hit single of 1957
58. Of long duration, to Burns
59. German city on the Danube
60. Grazing ground
61. What the New York Times called "a primitive sort of mental exercise" in a 1924 editorial
62. His, in France
63. Series set at William McKinley High School
64. Neigh sayer
65. Actresses West and Clarke
66. Epps of "House"
67. Pecan and apple
68. "Happy Motoring" company